
 IV100001- 100003
 Safety Winged Infusion Sets 

INSTRUCTION FOR USE 

DESCRIPTION 
m|devices safety winged infusion sets shallow-
angle insertion design, facilitates venepuncture of 
very superficial veins, e.g. hand, wrist, or scalp 
veins.  Often selected for fragile or poorly 
accessible veins. The set incorporates a hypodermic 
needle with a needle safety shield, two bilateral 
flexible "wings", flexible small-bore transparent 
30cm tubing with a female luer connector.  The 
needle size options range from 19G -25G. 

1. Select and prepare site and apply tourniquet as per

facility protocol.

2. Using aseptic technique, open packaging and

remove the sheath in a straight outward motion

and inspect device.

3. Ensure the safety shield is completely pulled back

to expose the needle.

4. Hold the device by the wings, pinch the wings

together with thumb and fore finger to obtain a

stable grip and placing your forefinger on the

ribbed needle housing.

5. Anchor the vein with gentle skin traction. Insert the

needle into the skin and vein at the desired angle.

Blood flashback into the tubing confirms vein entry.

6. Lower the insertion angle and advance the device

slightly to assure catheter entry into vein.

7. To remove the winged safety infusion set after use;

Release the tourniquet and using a gauze swab

apply digital pressure on the skin beyond the

needle tip in the vein.

8. Slowly withdrawal needle from the vein and once

completely out and away from the patient, grip the

bottom of the safety shield and tubing and slide

the shield upwards towards the needle tip, until the

shield is fully pushed up to cover the needle and

you will feel the safety shield lock in place.

9. Immediately discard locked unit into an approved

sharps container/bin as per facility protocol.

• Take care not to accidently lock the safety

shield in place until desired.  If so, select a

new winged infusion set.

• Ensure immediately after use, that the safety

shield is activated/locked in place.
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FOR USE BY A QUALIFIED CLINICIAN. THE BELOW IS 
ONLY A SUGGESTION AND FACILITY PROTOCOL MUST 
BE FOLLOWED FOR ALL CLINICAL PROCEDURES WHERE 
THIS PRODUCT IS USED. 

  CAUTION 
DO NOT use if the package or product has been damaged or contaminated. 
DO NOT store at extreme temperatures and humidity, avoid direct sunlight. 
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